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Fort Lauderdale’s TopGuitar Teacher is Offering a Great Christmas Special
on Guitar Lessons

Many holiday shoppers are looking for a truly original gift for their child, spouse or significant
other this Christmas season. Others want to give a gift to a loved one—or themselves—that will
be cherished for years to come. Fort Lauderdale guitarist Dyce Kimura has the answer.For the
month of December, he is offering a huge discount on guitar lessons: Dyce has slashed his
going rate from $60 an hour—to 10 ten lessons for $500.

Fort Lauderdale, Florida (PRWEB) December 06, 2011 -- Dyce’s guitar lessons make a great Christmas or
holiday gift. Beginners will gain valuable direction, feedback and encouragement that only a professional like
Dyce can provide. They will make progress much faster than they would on their own. Similarly, more
advanced players will be benefit from being challenged—and will find that Dyce will help them better-connect
their musical ideas.

The gift of guitar lessons with a qualified pro is a truly unique idea—for Christmas, the holidays, or anytime.
The recipient will enjoy these exciting, informative lessons for months to come, each time he picks up his or
her instrument. Dyce’sWeston guitar lessons are provided at his state-of the-art studio in Fort Lauderdale,
convenient to Miami, Weston and Fort Lauderdale.

Dyce Kimura is a premier musician, and a top provider of Fort Lauderdale guitar lessons. Both adults and kids
love his teaching methods. He plays all the great classics that adults grew up with—plus all the tunes that kids
are jamming on their iPods, too.

Meanwhile, Dyce’s action-packed lessons get aspiring students learning real songs in no time—all while
teaching them music theory and scales that connects the music to relatable, practical theory. Anytime of the
year, it’s a hands-on way of learning the instrument that gets results. And this time of year, it’s one of the best
Christmas or holiday gifts that music-lovers can give.

Dyce’s career has been taking off. Besides offering Weston guitar lessons, he is launching a full video series,
for both download and DVD. These vidston guitar lessonseos, like Dyce’s YouTube lessons, slice thru all the
confusion that comes with approaching the guitar. Dyce’s warm, personable teaching provides aspiring
guitarists with all the tools they need to have fun and start jamming right away with songs that they want to
play—all while learning the fundamentals of guitar and blues, the right way.

For more information on giving the gift of Fort Lauderdale guitar lessons contact Dyce at
www.dycekimura.com today.
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Contact Information
Dyce Kimura
dycekimura.com
http://www.dycekimura.com
786-457-3687

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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